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How Brexit will redraw Europe’s financial infrastructure 

di  Philip Stafford 

 

Brexit is already weakening the UK’s grip on Europe’s capital markets, denting London’s 

status as a hub for millions of deals each day. Key parts of the trading infrastructure for equities, 

sovereign debt and repo markets are setting up in the Netherlands and Italy. Banks are moving jobs 

to Paris and Frankfurt. 

This is “an invisible revolution in the European capital markets”, says Merel van Vroonhoven, 

chief executive of the AFM, the Dutch regulator. “[We] are taking account of a scenario in which 

30 to 40 per cent of the European capital market will come to the Netherlands.” 

Here, the Financial Times looks at what aspects of the City’s business could change and what 

is likely to stay the same as Britain leaves the EU. 

The UK’s data infrastructure is vital to global markets 

London will continue to have a crucial role, thanks to the happy accident of geography, which 

places it at the centre of the global trading day. Being an island off the western continental shelf 

puts it in a prime position to accept transatlantic cables carrying trillions of dollars of trades from 

North America to London. 

 

Most of Europe’s exchanges and trading venues, which today consist almost entirely of data 

farms, are based in Slough, Basildon or locations around the City or Canary Wharf. The principal 

location for trades in the EU27 is in Frankfurt. 

Those cable connections have boosted London’s share of foreign exchange global turnover by 

as much as a third, according to academic research. This is costly physical infrastructure that cannot 

be moved. 



Even so, Brexit is splitting the layers of trading — a complex operation in Europe obscured 

because all of it has been centred in London. 

London dominates share trading 

Few European markets are as integrated as equities. London is the launch pad for dozens of 

companies to access the single market via the EU’s passporting system. That has made London the 

centre of equities trading in Europe. 

 

Loss of the passport, and no deal, will mean splitting Europe into an EU27 market and one 

containing UK and possibly Swiss stocks. But the future of the market is likely to rely heavily on 

agreements between regulators over issues such as data-sharing and “back-to-back” booking models 

for banks. 

The City handles a huge chunk of over-the-counter trading London is crucial here. In the 

foreign exchange market, for example, about 43 per cent of transactions involving the euro are 

initiated in the UK, far ahead of the US on 19 per cent. 



 

The City has a similar dominance in interest rate derivatives, according to data supplied by 

the Bank for International Settlements. Most such deals are recorded as taking place in London, the 

BIS states. 

 

 

 

The BIS data are based on where sales are initiated or electronically traded. Inevitably 

London’s lead will lessen because more bank sales traders’ jobs are moving to Paris. Companies 

such as Refinitiv, the London Stock Exchange Group’s MTS and CME’s BrokerTec are moving 

parts of their electronic trading businesses to the EU27. 



Even so traders need deep markets to execute their deals, offsetting those risks with further 

hedges in futures and swaps. If traders prefer it, and the market is liquid enough, a brisk offshore 

EU market may spring up in London. 

Europe’s derivatives clearing centres on the City 

Clearing, which mitigates the market impact of a default, is one of London’s main 

specialisms. The EU derivatives market is €660tn in size, with the vast majority of its interest rates, 

commodities and credit contracts cleared in the UK. 

But the EU is only one part of a global market, based in London. 

 

 

Shifting this clearing function is hard. Banks concentrate their deals in a handful of venues so 

they can lower the fees they pay to cover their derivatives positions. 

Splitting up that system would raise costs for users. The European Commission has indicated 

it will— temporarily at least — ensure access to the UK clearing centres for EU banks if there is a 

no-deal Brexit, offering the industry much-needed relief. 

Brexit risks being disruptive for financial systems, but it does not have to be 

A post-Brexit future for Europe may, for instance, result in trades being initiated in Paris, 

physically executed, hedged and cleared in London but booked in Amsterdam or Milan. The upshot: 

Brexit may accelerate the adoption of technology that means people, capital and trading do not have 

to be in the same place. 

 

 


